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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 
The examination has 3 sections  
Section A:  
Suggested Time:      
Multiple Choice Questions: Answer ALL 20 questions 
40 minutes 
Section B:  
Suggested Time: 
Short Answer Questions: Answer ALL 13 questions 
95 minutes 
Section C:  
Suggested Time: 
Case Study: Answer ALL questions  
45 minutes 
 
Note that questions ARE NOT of equal value. 
 
Read ALL questions carefully. 
 




This is a CLOSED BOOK examination 
No calculators are permitted 
No handwritten notes are permitted 
No dictionaries are permitted 
Answer on the supplied examination material/s only 
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Section A 
Multiple Choice Questions 
Total No of Marks for this section:  20 
This section should be answered in the Answer Booklet provided. 
Each question is worth 1 mark. Suggested Time allocation for Section A: 40 mins 
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Section B 
Short Answer Questions 
Total No of Marks for this section:  50 
This section should be answered in the Answer Booklet provided. 
Marks for each question are indicated.  
Suggested Time allocation for Section B: 95 mins 
 
Question 1 
Answer true or false for the statements below: 
(a) The top-down order of the OSI model is: application, session, presentation, transport, 
network, data link and physical.  
(b) When two conflicting permissions for a remote user exist between share permissions and 
NTFS permissions, the user will receive the most permissive access.  
(c) When securing a network, it is best to encrypt and secure all forms of traffic, regardless 
of content or source and destination. 





Questions about the OSI Model 
(a) Which layer enables routing? 
(b) Which layer resizes frames to match the receiving network? 
(c) Which layer performs data compression? 
(d) Which layer ensures data is received in the order it was sent? 
(e) Which layer handles the data-carrying signal? 
(f) Which layer provides file transfer services? 
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Question 3 
Fill in the table below: 










Fill in the table below: 
Devices Description of the device OSI layer 
Router    
Switch    
Hub    




Convert the following: You are required to show all appropriate workings. 
(a) Decimal to binary notation: 103.58.210.14     
(b) Hexadecimal to Binary notation: B4:C9:37:AF:50:8E    
(4 marks) 
Question 6 
Describe the differences between TFTP and FTP 
(2 marks) 
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Question 7 
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Question 13 
The diagram below shows the network setup for a small company ABC. Assume all connections 
are correct and all devices are fully functional.  
 
(a) If PC1 has the IP address of 192.10.50.1 and a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0, what is a 
possible IP address of PC5? 
(b) A broadcast is sent out from PC2, which PCs will receive the broadcast? 
(c) A broadcast is sent out from PC3, which PCs will receive the broadcast? 
(d) A packet is sent out from PC4 to PC8, which PCs will also receive the packet? 
(e) A packet is sent out from PC3 to PC6, which PCs will also receive the packet? 
(f) A packet is sent out from PC7 to PC1, which PCs will also receive the packet? 
 (6 marks) 
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Section C 
Case Study 
Total Number of Marks for this section:  30 
This section should be answered in the Answer Booklet provided. 
Marks for each question are indicated. Suggested Time allocation for Section C:  45 mins 
 
ABC is a large organisation that has employed you to setup the network for their company. They 
have the IP address of 138.50.120.0 / 23 and their staffs are divided into 5 groups as shown 
below.  
• Administrative: 100 staff 
• Marketing: 50 staff  
• Research: 20 staff 
• Technical: 10 staff 
• Management: 3 staff 
 
You are asked to create a LAN for each group and to set up the following: 
• ABC has one server and is kept within the management LAN. The server is allocated the 
last usable host address of that LAN 
• There is a printer for each group and it is allocated the second usable host address of 
each LAN 
• The gateway address is assigned the first usable IP address for each LAN 
• Other devices connected to the network are allocated IP address via DHCP 
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1. Design the subnets and fill in the table below.  
Group Network 
address 








Administrative      
Marketing      
Research      
Technical      
Management      
          (10 marks) 
2. What is the IP address and subnet mask (in dotted decimal notation) of the server? 
          (2 marks) 
3. What is the IP address and subnet mask (in dotted decimal notation) of the printer for the 
research LAN?         (2 marks) 
4. What is the gateway IP address and subnet mask (in dotted decimal notation) for the 
administrative LAN?         (2 marks) 
5. Draw a topology for ABC Company. You have to fulfil the following requirements: 
• Show the routers (represented by a circle, a maximum of 3 ports for each router), 
switches (represented by a rectangle, a maximum of 64 ports for each switch) and the 
respective LANs.  
• State the type of connections you have used between the devices. 
• State the point of connection to the Internet 
 (7 marks) 
Based on your topology, answer the following questions: 
6. What is the total number of networks in your topology? (Exclude the connection from 
the router to the Internet)       (1 mark) 
7. How many unallocated host IP address are you left with?     (2 marks) 
8. Which dynamic routing protocol would you configure? Why?  (2 marks) 
9. Would you consider static routing instead? Why?    (2 marks)
 
 
